Install 30" high White Helvetica Bold plastic letters, 24/7 CLIMATE CONTROLLED SELF-STORAGE, regular spacing, spaced 16" from protruding wall column and spaced 32" from bottom of new windows as shown. Width of letter message, 74'-0" (+ -). Order through Molly Graves UHI Purchasing - See Fascia Sign & Lettering Layout in this DSD Book for more information.

Install 18" high White Helvetica Bold plastic numbers, 17'-5", regular spacing, flush even with new windows and spaced same distance to corner as SW elev address numbers as shown. Width of letter message, 36" (+ -). Order through Molly Graves UHI Purchasing - See Fascia Sign & Lettering Layout in this DSD Book for more information.

space SE elev address numbers same distance to corner as SW elev address numbers